Barbara Hammer Reflects on a Life of Filmmaking

CASSANDRA LANGER

LESBIAN FILMMAKER and video artist Barbara Hammer, now in her early seventies, has been exploring long-held myths about both gender and the art of filmmaking since the 1970's. Her portrayals of lesbian sex, menstruation, female orgasm, and the full range of human sexuality have propelled her into the forefront of radical lesbian filmmaking and cinema itself.

Hammer has made over eighty films and videos that have been shown at Sundance, Toronto, Frameline, and Berlin, among other international film festivals. Her awards include the Leo Award for outstanding contributions to film, the Shirley Clarke Avant-Garde Filmmaker Award, and the Women In Film Award. She has appeared in no fewer than three Whitney Biennials and has had retrospectives at the Centre Pompidou, the Digital University in Taiwan, and Universidad Complutense in Madrid. Now coinciding with the recent publication of Hammer! Making Movies Out of Sex and Life (Feminist Press at CUNY, 2010), retrospectives of her work will be held at the Museum of Modern Art in New York, the Rosler Centre for Fine Arts in Brussels, and the Tate Modern in London.

CL: Your new memoir takes us back to your early decisions as a filmmaker. Why did you feel compelled to project a lesbian sensibility into your films?

BH: I came out with a woman and was discovering my lesbian sexuality in California in the 1970's. I discovered that film included everything: painting and sculpture, environment and installation, music and architecture. It could be whatever I wanted it to be, and I could have complete control. My worldview had changed from being a heterosexual to being a homosexual. It was very much a sexual change more than a cultural change at that time. A woman touching my body reinforced my sense of touch. The liveness of a lesbian woman was an all-over-body approach. That encouraged my sense of touch. The opposable thumb and the clitoris have more nerve endings than any other place in our body, especially the clitoris. Dyketics, a formative film, has 110 images with a sense of touch in it. You see a foot going through a hot tub, touching another woman's leg, a woman caressing her own breast, oral lovemaking. I call it a lesbian commercial something because it's packed with so many images. Sync Touch (1981-2) is about connecting perception in sight and touch. For me the screen is a sensual place; it's tactile.

CL: Like the skin?

BH: Yes, like the skin, it's a haptic sensibility. When I look at the world, I understand it through sensation. That means for me kinesthetic physical sensation that I feel in my body what I see with my eyes. Often people will tell me, "I've never been so in touch with my body until I saw your films".

CL: In developing that sensibility, you spoke of certain sensations. How would you describe the emotional component of those?

BH: Emotion is key. I think emotions are triggered by touch. I tried to put emotion into structural film. Structural filmmaking looks at the system of signs that make up filmmaking. For example, focusing on the frame line or sprocket holes, or on the zoom of the lens. By understanding the phenomena of signs that make up a film you can deconstruct cinema to its basic elements.

The only woman in the Structuralist film movement was Joyce Wieland. Her work influenced me, but I think my first big film using structural tenets but adding emotional content was Optic Nerve (1985). I push my grandmother through the door of a nursing home five or six times. Each time I reprinted the shot of a reflection of me pushing her through the door, I reduced the emotional trauma of the act.

CL: Your emotional threshold?

BH: Every time I rephotographed the emotional scene it got dimmer and dimmer, fuzzier and fuzzier. We distance ourselves through replaying that same event over and over again in our minds or on film. I also had another theme in Optic Nerve and that theme was to show that I'm making film; I'm not trying to make an illusion, so I show the sprocket holes, frame lines. The most important element was to break the 3-D illusion of cinema and to show that the screen is flat. I was able to do that by using an optical printer, which is a re-photography device. It was very important to enter film history where the avant-garde was—which was Structural cinema—but to insert my own aesthetics by bringing back emotional content to film.

CL: Is that related to narrative art, some kind of a story line?

BH: Yes, if you want a theme—it begins from grandma outside the nursing home in a wheelchair going into her room, in her bed, and me reaching for her and her pulling away. It takes place in sixteen minutes. It's rather Proustian, or a kind of simultaneous in space that Gertrude Stein talks about that interests me. Everything can be contained within a moment.

CL: That's the Möbius strip you talk about in your book, where it comes back on itself in a continuous narrative—beginning, middle, and no end; rather a constant replay.

BH: Yes, if we use our minds and we're aware and we're not just blanking out, we follow the implications of the scattered details of our lives. It occurs most naturally when we are not overcome by ordinary life details. In that space we can experience multiple places in our memory and then replay them. You can't really hold them in your mind at the same moment—Morocco, Southern France, South Africa, all the places I've visited, say. I can do it, but only sequentially, not simultaneously. It's a kind of reservoir to draw upon at will.

CL: What was the state of lesbian cinema when you started out?

BH: I decided to be a filmmaker after I took a film history class and we saw everything from Georges Méliès to Jean-Luc Godard. Finally, one day, there was a different film on the screen and I felt a woman's sensibility. It was Maya Deren's Meshes of the Afternoon (1943). When I saw that film I knew this was a different kind of sensibility in cinema and that there was a blank screen for lesbians. There was no lesbian cinema: the screen was totally blank. I knew I could make films to fill that hole.

CL: How does being a lesbian feminist artist differ from say just being a lesbian artist? I bring it up because of the accusation of lesbian feminists being "essentialists" during that whole period of the 70's and into
Insignificant Others
by Stephen McCauley

Stephen McCauley's fans are known to look forward to his next novel with anticipation, and it's a pleasure to say that his sixth novel, Insignificant Others, is well worth the wait. Set a few years ago in Boston and Cambridge, it features Trolley-Scholar-turned-psychologist-turned-HR-specialist Richard Rossi as the narrator and leading character. Richard's partner of eight years, Conrad, owns a design firm with Doreen—a time-brusque character who, when offered a taste of chowder at a chain restaurant, says: "Like a lot of life's pleasures, it's one I prefer to enjoy vicariously." Richard and Conrad's relationship, though entirely affair, is not one for the ages. Not so incidentally, Richard is carrying on a love affair with Benjamin, a bisexual, and seriously encumbered architect. "But for the sake of his family," McCauley writes of Benjamin, "he might have resolved to keep his wayward urges more tightly bottled up forever, but such resolutions usually start in church and end in a sting operation at a highway rest stop bathroom." Entering the mix are family (Richard's sister, usually surrounded by "traumatized rescue dogs" dashing around her ankles), friends (from his gym, where he revels in a near-addiction to exercise, abetted by his Brazilian trainer Walmi, whose own story merits a novel all to itself), and coworkers at a Cambridge software company (an assortment of characters, from the fundamentalist Christian to the Goth techie). Under all the amusing dialogue, McCauley plays with some serious ideas. Who is really significant to a person, and who is not? How much baggage can we bear as we try to restart our middle-aged lives? While this novel is far more French farce than philosophy, these questions may give the reader something to ponder.

Missouri
by Christine Wunnicke
Translated by David Miller
Arsenal Pulp Press, 134 pages, $12.95

This historical novel, set in the American Midwest during the 19th century, tells the story of two very unusual men coming together. Douglas Fortescue is a successful English poet who, fleeing accusations of sexual impropriety, has escaped to the seeming safety of America. Joshua Jenkyns is a wild, young outlaw, leader of his own gang who, against his father's wishes, learned how to read, starting with Lord Byron's poetry and moving on to none other than Douglas Fortescue. When Josh kidnaps Douglas during a stagecoach robbery, he begins an adventure that brings these two dissimilar men together in a manner neither ever expected. One of the most fascinating parts of this novel is Josh's insistence that the Missouri River is the source of Douglas' poems, based on the line he has memorized: "A swamp, a river, a muddy brown like coffee." While Josh assumes that Douglas must have known about the river in order to describe it so accurately, the poet himself never saw it until his abdiction. As with all of his poetry, he got his vision of the river under the influence of opium and other mind-altering drugs. Christine Wunnicke successfully captures the rugged nature of the American frontier and the hard existence most residents endured. She slowly develops the relationship between Douglas and Josh, starting from apprehension on both sides, then moving to almost childlike affection, and finally to a passionate love affair. By the end of the novel, Douglas is forced to choose between his family, which seeks to rescue him from his kidnapper, and Josh, whom he has come to genuinely love. Missouri blends Americans and Englishmen, guns and poetry, cowboys and aristocrats, creating a compelling work that's both entertaining and thought-provoking. David Miller has produced a faithful translation from the German that flows well in English.

BH: Hidden. Did you ever read Barbara Cooper on the invisibility of age? She talks about going to the hardware store to buy a hammer, and she'd be ignored because she had gray hair. We weren't hiding as lesbians when we came out. There were pejorative statements and anti-gay laws back then. Now we have to be the gray lesbian-feminist Panthers. We have to recognize each other on the street, make eye contact, flirt, smile at each other, and support each other. We deserve to be respected by a younger generation. We have to expect that. We have to refuse to disappear. We may not have the energy we once did, but that doesn't mean you stay home.

Keep going to the Garden Party, keep going to the CUNY events, and don't move aside when you're walking down the sidewalk because a guy has targeted you as a pushover for the space. This guy is going to have to bump your shoulder, acknowledge that I'm there in my space, and get used to it. My point is, we are leaving documents and ground to stand on for a younger generation, so when people get discouraged they can look to us for encouragement, go on fighting as we have and still are. That's the legacy.